
SINOPSE 

 

Rodrigo’s music is a living experience of the ever-expanding nature of our being.  

Led by the desire of bringing forward the divinity of each individual, Rodrigo has been 

playing in many different locations, from festivals, to Buddhist Monks concerts in the 

“World Tour for Inner Peace”, to nursing homes and companies, all making him an 

experienced “sounder”. 

Rodrigo started his life as a musician through meditative concerts. And through this 

experience he was able to testimony the effects of music on people. Not only it had an 

emotional and mental impact, but also in some cases a physical one. This led him to 

study Sound Healing, which he now applies in all his work. He embeds very ancient 

sound techniques into his beautiful melodies to enhance the effects of the ever known 

sound.  

We can say that Rodrigo combines his strong intuition and music ability to offer 

people an opportunity to connect at a deeper level. His work is always a pleasant and 

surprising experience on expanding people’s perception of music and sound. 

Being very difficult to express in words the work of Rodrigo, it is always a journey. A 

Journey of experiencing peace, of connecting with something bigger than ourselves, 



of being open to acknowledge information through other means rather than the usual 

mind perception.  

 

TRAINING AND WORK 

Rodrigo started his meditative practice very early, guided by his grandfather and took 

his first meditative course at the age of 11. 

Since then, meditation has been part of his life.  

His life as a musician started when he discovered the didgeridoo and started offering 

meditative concerts, in which he later added other instruments like crystal bowls, 

harmonium, voice and others. Through this experience he was able to witness the effects 

of music on people. Not only it had an emotional and mental impact, but also in some 

cases a physical one.  

This led him to study Sound Healing in Sound Healing Institute (USA), where he was able 

to study with some of the best professionals in the field. He now applies all this sound 

knowledge in all his work, embedding very ancient sound techniques into his beautiful 

melodies.  

 

Experience 

2010 - Boom Festival - Live Concert, Individual sessions.  

2011 - 2013, “World Tour for Inner Peace” (Buddhist Monks Concerts), 

2012 - Boom Festival  

 (Lives Concerts, Voice Workshops, Opening Main Stage with Singing Mantras).  

2013 - Lisbon Live Concert - World Day of Peace. 

2014 – 2017 handled several Retreats and Workshops in Portugal and India  

Weekly Sound Healing Concerts/Sessions in Portuguese Alzheimer Association. 

Weekly Sound Healing Concerts/Sessions in Nursing Homes. 

Concerts/Workshops and individual session for Companies. 



 

Music Work 

2013 - Into your Soul CD “ Acoustic”. 

2014 - Inner Journey CD - Ask for Alchemy (Complement of a Self Development Tool) 

2015 - Sound Healing CD by Multicare (Health Insurance Company). Built to play in 

hospitals and clinics waiting rooms. 

2015 - Perfect Inner Peace – Soundtrack developed for Energy Field Activation 

2015 - Drinking from the Fountain - Soundtrack developed for a Soul Journey 

Meditation. 

2016 - Lemurian Songs CD.  

2017 - Rebirth meditation CD “A journey to go within” 

2017 - New CD is Coming……  J 


